LINA CYLINDER

Hear yourself think®
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Patterns shown are not to scale
Product may vary in color due to the nature of the media
Please refer to website for current color range

LINA CYLINDER

CONTENT

100% Icelandic Wool

DIMENSIONS

Ø- 7.9” x L- 47.2” or 94.5”

FLAMMABILITY

Please inquire with customer service

APPLICATION

Ceiling

COLOR

18 Colorways of Icelandic Wool

SOLD IN

1 Each

DESCRIPTION

A love of texture and sculptural forms led
Icelandic artist and designer Bryndís
Bolladóttir to develop Lina, a range of
colorful, cylindrical products made of
Icelandic felted wool. Lina Cylinder is
suspended from ceilings with a proprietary
bracket system

PLEASE NOTE

unikavaev.com
800-237-1625

Parts for attaching Lina Cylinder to the
ceiling are not sold by Unika Vaev. Installer
will be responsible for supplying the
hanging hardware and attachment to the
ceiling.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The cable attachment for Lina Cylinder is 1⁄16” (2mm) thick
For best results cover 35% of the ceiling space and form groups.
Cluster Lina Cylinder in corners to trap the unwanted bass in a
room.
To clean Lina Cylinder you should beat it like you would a rug, or roll
with a tape roll to remove loose particles caught in the wool fibers
on the surface of Lina Cylinder.
Wool is naturally flame resistant
Because of the way the wool fiber is structured, wool requires more
oxygen than is available in the air to ignite. Wool also does not melt,
drip, or stick to skin when it burns. Of the commonly used textile
fibers (cotton, rayon, polyester, acrylic and nylon), wool is widely
recognized as the most flame resistant. Wool’s fire resistant
attributes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very high ignition temperature of approx. 1100° Fahrenheit
A high Limiting Oxygen Index (LOI) (the measure of oxygen level
needed to sustain cumbustion
A low heat of cumbustion (the measure of the amount of heat
energy released in the burning process)
Does not melt or stick
Produces less smoke and toxins than other textile fibers
Self-extinguishing

